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Michael Baird Mar 19

What I am wondering if the elite understand the phenomenon of no person left behind or do

they have an antidote? See if you can do an analysis of billy gates’ blood if he has any
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 19 Author

They want to be transhuman. Change every living cell and organism into synthetic

biology and upload themselves to AI supercomputer cloud and in their deluded satanic

views they think they become greater than God by destroying all life. Has been their plan

for many decades. They despise humanity.
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dana ciancimino Mar 19

Couldn't they all just jump into a volcano? They certainly wouldn't be human

anymore.

I don't think they qualify as human right now anyway.

LIKE (26) REPLY

Bandit Mar 19

And we despise them equally.
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WildernessofZin Mar 27

I don’t despise them . I love them 

!

The only way out of this is with heart .

Don’t get me wrong . I’ll fight til I can no longer if that may be the path . But ...

to overcome this , we need love in our collective hearts , not anger and

especially not fear !
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PITA Contrarian Mar 27

You love who? ... the globalists?
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WildernessofZin Mar 27

Love everyone ! As we can only defeat evil at a high vibration . To

operate at the same low frequency is to be as they are .
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PITA Contrarian Mar 27

Rarely do I reply twice to the same comment ...

Let me get this right ... we're going to defeat the great reset with the

collective love in our hearts? ... what an incredibly naive comment ...

please tell me, what exactly will a love-based assault on evil actually look

like? ...

Eagerly awaiting your reply!
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PITA Contrarian Mar 25

Yeah, we also despise them for what it's worth, but so what! ...

Eventually the globalists have their way with us ... just watch what happens in

France ... those massive protests will eventually die out and Macron will then

have it his way ...
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Louis Mar 19

It has been going on for 100's of years. They may no have had the technology but

the same peavey been trying to run the world for many centuries. Long before

Europe was even close to what it is today.

Ask yourself why is Ukraine so damn important. Then do some history.
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Louis Mar 19

Lol, people not peavey. Hahaha.
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ConcernedGrammy Mar 20

FYI - you can edit your comment. Click the 3 dots under your comment.

"
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Michael Baird Mar 23

All I see is share, hide or delete no edit
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ConcernedGrammy Mar 24

Ah, you must be using the Substack app. (It doesn't work well for

me. It creates several scrolling pages over and over if I like a

comment.

#

) The "edit" option is available if you open substack

in a browser.
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Michael Baird Mar 24

Thanks I’ll try it
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PITA Contrarian Mar 25

I became a bit frustrated in reading about the how these structures tend to grow in

the blood of unvaxxed when electrical currents are present ... electrical currents in

what form? ... are you saying that for example, the reading lamp on my desk actually

acts as a catalyst by providing the electrical current needed to trigger the growth of

these structures? ... WTF does "electrical current" mean in the context of this

article?
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Bandit Mar 25

EMFs. It comes from anything electrical. Most people talk about it from cell

phones, lap tops, cell towers, smart meters, etc.
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Louis Mar 25

EMF can also come from anything electrical. Any time a current runs

through a wire it creates an electric field around the wire.

This also happens in the natural world. It us the same basis Tesla used to
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This also happens in the natural world. It us the same basis Tesla used to

say he could get free power from the earth.

The magnetic fields around the earth that are protecting us from the

cosmic a the sun's rays are essentially EMF's. They don't just go from pole

to pole. There are small less powerful ones that are essentially everywhere

on the planet.

Depending on the makeup of the ground they don't even have to be

aligned North and South, because they are weaker.

Bottom line you cannot get away from them. They are in nature as much as

they are man made. Some are just stronger than others.

I didn't even consider all the cell phone towers shooting signals 360

degrees, mostly, from every tower you see. And on top and inside

buildings and stadiums, malls, etc.

I know, as my career was in electrical engineering and wireless industry for

30 plus years.
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Bandit Mar 25

Huh. I thought I covered that with, "It comes from anything electrical."

Since there are more artificial generators of electricity everywhere,

until they are gone I won't worry about the electrical lay lines on the

Earth.
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Louis Mar 25

Excuse me for elaborating. And until some sort of cataclysmic

event takes out all electrical grids ,have fun with your thoughts

on that.
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futurehumanity Mar 26

yes, they want to be transhuman but these substances would damage them too in

the same way they can damage us....their plans for transhumanism don't include

them having blood clots and inflammation from microcurrents....they must have a

way to get their bodies to automatically destroy these filaments and stuff just what?

not edta too taxing in the long run but something else
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Writes Navyo Ericsen Fear or Love Mar 20

Ana, I couldn't have said it better.
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PITA Contrarian Mar 25

Yes, she actually could have said it better - she never explained the specific

nature and role of electrical currents in facilitating the growth of these

structures ... what you don't know will in this case hurt you ... but not to worry,

I'm the only person in this hemisphere who notices such things!
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dar Mar 19 · edited Mar 19

pas possible, MB...

'Remember when adrenochrome was a "conspiracy theory?" Now it's conspiracy FACT i

n the form of "youth transplants" Ethan Huff 6/12/2022

( For years, it was called a wild conspiracy theory. But the idea that “elitists” are siphonin

g the blood and life essence of young people in an effort to live forever has now been vin

dicated....“‘

Youth transplants’ is a euphemism for sucking out the vital fluids of baby / child ‘donors’ 

and injecting them into aging recipients,” writes Ben Bartee for The Daily Bell...Bartee ex

plains that in 2019, a United States-based startup called Ambrosia –

 a name that is creepy in and of itself, considering the focus of its business –

 started selling teenage blood plasma to Silicon Valley billionaires for $8,000 a liter...'

... naturalnews.com /2022-06-12-adrenochrome-conspiracy-theory-fact-youth-

transplants.html
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Bridget Mar 19

We’ve allowed this. Why is anyone surprised?

63 million plus legally sacrificed in the US alone since ‘73.

Maybe we’re getting what we deserve. When you look the other way from a

Genocide, don’t be shocked when you’re invited to the party next.
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Writes Larry Druhall Solution Seeking Mar 19

Some of us are trying to figure out HOW we might be able to stop our enemy
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Some of us are trying to figure out HOW we might be able to stop our enemy

from harming humanity. It is never too late to do one's best to try to stop these

bastards.

https://solutionseeking.substack.com/about
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Nod Mar 19

Absolutely.

30,000 children die every day preventable hunger and disease while we watch

the rich hoard the resources. Flouride, vaccines pesticides,,

they have poisoned us for over half a century. Guess it wasnt going quick

enough.

Soon they will have authority to force inject us. One has the admit, the planning

and execution has been extraordinarily excellent on the part of the globalist

fascists. They been busy these last few decades.
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Writes Navyo Ericsen Fear or Love Mar 20

Evil at work. I don't believe these people are human.
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Nod Mar 20

A lifetime of greed and envious makes people inhumane. Only those

will well developed empathy can beat it.
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Niclas Henschen Mar 19

naturalnews.com/2022-06-12-adrenochrome-conspiracy-theory-fact-youth-

transplants.html
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Writes 2FollowHim 2FollowHim related topics Mar 19

And how do they get (enough) of that??
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ConcernedGrammy Mar 20

800k kids "go missing" every year in the US. 58k in the UK.
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Ms Bliss Mar 19

Both Anthony Keidis and the drummer from Guns N Roses wrote about blood

transfusions to regenerate cells damaged from years of drug abuse in their

autobiographies.
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Stegiel Mar 19

Keith Richards and Eric Clapton to get off heroin had whole blood transfusions.
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Writes Navyo Ericsen Fear or Love Mar 20

Keef had three. He's going to outlast the elite by a long shot.
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mary-lou Mar 20

three long shots then ;-))
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Writes 2FollowHim 2FollowHim related topics Mar 19

Fix it. USE others, ESPECIALLY 'fit young people '...would you agree they're 'at

risk'? Just MAYBE? What if they just 'seem to die',

recover, then blood is drained, THEN they die? Possible? Or not?
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Christine Ritchie Mar 19

Even Stanford studies it.
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stephen-george:sakavicius© Mar 19 · edited Mar 19

The day soon cometh when the servants of the father of all lies will know that it is they

who are the ultimate "useful idiots." Those who seek power for their own benefit, are

ultimately left helpless, an empty shell, vassals for the legions of Satan; the first to desire

power via absolute control.

I can not help but wonder - if the pawns of evil could glimpse their awful final state, if the

could (for a moment) glimpse past the fog and fantasy of the devils lies - would they

then change their heart? Or harden it more; convince themselves (once again), that the
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lies are not lies? In the end, All Things shall be known.
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Writes Larry Druhall Solution Seeking Mar 19

With the many trillions of money the [d]elites have stolen from us, they probably

understand exactly what they are doing, but are very clever with what they share with us,

they like to keep us guessing, and diverted from figuring out how to turn the tide. This

whole thing appears to have been carefully planned for decades. They are always

expanding the many ways they harm humanity. Their ability to harm humanity must be

stopped.
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